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Actress Natalia Bizeva performs in a show called ‘We, the Roma’ at the Romen Theatre in Moscow.— AFP photos Actress Luiza Abbasova performs in a show called ‘We, the Roma’ at the Romen Theatre.

This photo shows Singaporean rap artist Joshua Su posing
during an interview with AFP in Hong Kong. — AFP

With passionate songs, flowing dresses and the
wild strumming of guitars, a Moscow theatre has
staged colorful aspects of Roma culture since the

shows’ heyday in the early Soviet era. Calling itself the
“world’s only” Roma theatre, the state-funded Romen
Theatre occupies a huge building close to the city center
and holds near-nightly shows. It was founded in the 1930s
as a symbol of the “friendship of the peoples”, a phrase
coined by Joseph Stalin for relations between the USSR’s
many ethnic groups-even though Soviet authorities perse-
cuted numerous non-Russian minorities.

Today, some 200,000 Roma live in Russia, according to
official statistics, mostly in the European part of the coun-
try.  And, like elsewhere in Europe, the communities often
have tense relations with their neighbors. In June, a mas-
sive inter-ethnic brawl in the village of Chemodanovka in
the Penza region, some 550 kilometers (350 miles) east of
Moscow, led to an ethnic Russian man dying from a stab
wound and the Roma community being forced to leave.

On stage at the Romen Theatre however where the vast
majority of the actors and singers are ethnically Roma,
performances portray little of such harsh realities.  A show
called “We, the Roma” recounts the Roma people’s mythi-
cal odyssey from ancient Egypt to the Russian provinces,
via flamenco-infused detours into Spain. “Our audience
aren’t looking for subtle dramatic acting, they come to see
something exotic,” singer Valeria Yanysheva tells AFP in
the wings. “Take any song, and nobody will sing it like a
Rom would, nobody! Forgive my lack of modesty,” says
actor Nikolai Lekarev.

‘Vision of integrating’ 
The theatre continues a pre-revolutionary tradition,

Lekarev says. Writers, merchants, aristocrats, and even
notorious holy man Grigory Rasputin, once caroused at a
hugely popular Moscow restaurant called Yar that had a
world-famous Roma choir.  When it opened in 1931, the
Romen Theatre had an ideological role as Soviet authori-
ties sought to document and celebrate the different cultur-
al traditions of the USSR.  In this way, Moscow wanted to
nip any nationalist movements in the bud.

“The USSR was unique in its vision of integrating its
Romani populations... and demanding that Roma incorpo-
rate themselves as equal citizens within the broader Soviet
‘friendship of the peoples’,” says US historian Brigid
O’Keeffe. The Soviets encouraged nomadic Roma to
switch to a settled lifestyle and a “Roma elite” formed
around the Romen Theatre, says Kirill Kozhanov, a linguist
from the Russian Academy of Sciences. In 1969, the
Romen troupe moved to its current building in a hotel for
party officials.

Roma soul 
Celebrated by Russian literary giants like Leo Tolstoy,

the notion of a romantic, wild “Roma soul” was popular in
the Soviet Union as well.  Politically inoffensive Roma
artists featured in popular films and television shows. With
the breakup of the Soviet Union, however, any idea of
brotherhood between peoples faded away, while underly-
ing tensions came to the forefront.

“In the Soviet Union, the Roma were romanticized and

portrayed as people who spent their time singing and
dancing, but in the 1990s, the media began to describe
them as criminals,” Kozhanov says. Frequently accused of
drug dealing, Roma suffered in the social and economic
chaos following the Soviet breakup. The brawl in
Chemodanovka became a front-page story, with many
Roma houses torched and hundreds forced to leave their
homes. Three years ago, a conflict over the gas supply to a
Roma village in the central Tula region prompted authori-
ties to send in 500 riot police.

Stigmatised 
“The authorities never say they don’t want Roma. But in

fact they don’t act to combat stereotypes or work toward
Roma integration,” Kozhanov says. Despite the Soviet
efforts, many Roma communities are isolated and have
high levels of illiteracy, child marriage and poverty. The
official population of 200,000 is dwarfed by the some 2.5
million living in Romania and Bulgaria, according to
Council of Europe figures.

The only Russian NGO that provided legal help to
Roma was forced to close in 2014 after authorities
demanded that it register as a “foreign agent” under a
controversial law because it received funding from abroad.
In this context, the Romen Theatre is increasingly isolated.

Modern methods 
A similar institution in Chisinau, the capital of ex-Soviet

Moldova with a large Roma population, has long since
closed. “For the authorities, the theatre is a political sym-
bol and demonstrates a measure of (official) respect,” says
Kozhanov, while criticizing its “rather dated method of cul-
tural promotion.” The venue mainly attracts an older
crowd, and its shows are far from packed. Social media is
now a much more effective way of reaching the public,
Kozhanov suggests.  Meanwhile on TV, Roma artists fre-
quently do well on the Russian version of the singing com-
petition “The Voice”. — AFP

Actors perform in a show called ‘We, the Roma’ at the Romen
Theatre.

When Singaporean musician Joshua Su came out to
his parents, he decided to use an unconventional
method-he released a new track where he raps:

“G-A-Y-B-O-Y OK”.  His song “I’m OK” recounts his
struggles growing up in the conservative city-state, where
depictions of homosexuality are censored and sex between
men is technically illegal under a colonial-era law. Su
descended into depression and attempted suicide, high-
lighting the challenges of coming out in a country where
public acceptance of homosexuality is increasing but
activists say official policies perpetuate discrimination.

“At the time I felt that it was wrong for whatever rea-
son,” the 34-year-old told AFP.  “Maybe it could be my
Christian upbringing, or that society at that time depicted
that it was wrong to like guys, or that there’s no such thing
as liking guys in textbooks or magazines.” A song with a
gay theme is particularly unusual for Singapore. While the
city is modern in many ways, attitudes towards homosexu-
ality are often criticized as outdated including when it
comes to portrayals in the media and arts.  Films focusing
on homosexuality may be hit with a 21 and over age rating
while official guidelines on radio broadcasts forbid the pro-
motion of gay “lifestyles”. Su, known as The G3sha, believes
his latest track will not air on Singapore radio. Instead his
fans have accessed it online and through social media.  

‘Am I sick?’ 
Despite the censorship, the government is tolerant of the

LGBT community, with the city-state hosting a large gay
pride rally every year. Officials nevertheless maintain that
Singaporeans are at root conservative and most would not
be in favor of repealing the ban on sex between men, even
though it is no longer actively enforced. “This is a society
which is not that liberal on these matters,” said Prime
Minister Lee Hsien Loong in a 2017 interview. Su blames
the lack of representation of gay characters in the media in
part for his struggles-he recalled not knowing how to han-
dle his attraction to boys growing up, or even “what being
gay was”.  

Three questions that he would ask himself every day
became part of his track: “Am I sick? Is this a disease? Can
I be cured?” Su released the three-minute song through his
own record label, accompanied by a music video shot in

Singapore that featured his childhood photos and depicts
the rapper holding his thumb and index finger in front of his
eye in the “OK” sign during the chorus.  He went to an all-
boys Catholic school, where he said going along with his
classmates while they made fun of effeminate boys became
part of his “defense mechanism”. 

“Used to think that being gay was not okay/We
laughed at all the boys, sissy, Ah Gua and gay,” he raps.
His attempts to hide his sexuality from everyone around
him created a growing sense of isolation, which he says
contributed to years of depression. “There was no one for
me to confide in and it became a very bad downward spi-
ral,” he said. “There was one day... I actually took maybe
20 pills, then I just went to sleep. So next thing I know I’m
already in the hospital.”

‘No positive role models’ 
Su is not alone in his experiences.  Leow Yangfa, the

director of Singaporean NGO Oogachaga, which provides
counseling and support services to the LGBT community,
says young people questioning their sexuality may have
trouble finding support. “For a lot of young people, there
will be issues of invisibility, meaning that there will not be
many or any positive role models of LGBT adults, whether
in their community or in local media,” he said. “In our local
mainstream schools there is very minimal or insufficient
appropriate sexuality education that covers LGBT issues.”

Su, whose day job is in marketing, has been based in
Hong Kong for the last five years, where he said a more
open society made him feel free to be himself. After meeting
others in the LGBT community, Su was able to accept his
sexuality though he only told a small group of friends, who
encouraged him to release his coming out track.  It was
released earlier this month. Su admitted being “quite anx-
ious and nervous” about how his relatives would take it,
especially members of his large extended family.   His par-
ents messaged him and acknowledged that they had heard
the song-but quickly changed the subject.  “So maybe
(they’re) still not very ready to talk about it,” he said,
adding:  “But for me, I feel that in their own way they kind of
accept it.”— AFP

This photo shows Singaporean rap artist Joshua Su posing
during an interview with AFP in Hong Kong.

Overnight sensation Lil Nas X continued his
wild ride of pop music domination Monday,
taking the reins of the record for longest

stretch atop the US singles chart at 17 weeks with his
infectious country-trap smash “Old Town Road.” The
viral mega-hit that mashes banjo twangs with thumping
bass from the unknown artist-turned-industry maverick
topped the Billboard record of 16 weeks on the indus-
try’s most closely watched singles chart. That was set
by 1995’s “One Sweet Day” by Mariah Carey and Boyz
II Men and matched by the 2017 Latin juggernaut
“Despacito” by Luis Fonsi, Daddy Yankee and Justin
Bieber.

“YEEE TF HAWWW,” Lil Nas X tweeted after the
news broke.  After first grabbing attention on the
video-sharing app TikTok, Lil Nas X, 20, soared into
the public consciousness when his genre-bending hit
booted Ariana Grande from the Billboard chart’s top
overall spot in April, also fending off advances from
pop royalty including Bieber and Taylor Swift. Since
then, the internet meme king has shrewdly goosed his
numbers by releasing remix after remix of the snappy
track, most notably with country star Billy Rae Cyrus,
which is the version listed on the Billboard chart.

As long as remixes are in line with the original sound
of a song, the streams, downloads and sales are includ-
ed in one composite number.  Just last week, Lil Nas X
released yet another new version featuring a member
of BTS, the wildly popular South Korean group-a
remix nicknamed “Seoul Town Road” that appeared to
ensure the artist would ride right into the history
books.

‘Loner cowboy’ 
In its unprecedented 17th week on the Billboard Hot

100, “Road” notched 72.5 million US streams and
46,000 downloads sold. Its numbers again bested
breakout pop star Billie Eilish, whose song “bad guy”
has held the number two spot for seven total weeks. To
create his masterpiece Lil Nas X bought a backing
track online for $30 from a Dutch producer, pairing it
with an eerie sample from the Nine Inch Nails song “34
Ghosts IV.” Controversy famously stoked the artist’s
rise to fame after Billboard removed the fusion novelty
song from the country charts but left it on the rap list,
triggering accusations that the Atlanta musician’s work
was pigeonholed purely because he is black.

He never returned to the country chart-despite the
collaboration with Cyrus-but his unstoppable hit has
stayed atop the Hot R&B/Hip Hop and Hot Rap songs

chart for 17 weeks. In a lengthy Instagram post filled
with emojis, the artist born Montero Lamar Hill said
that he was struggling just last year: “I jokingly/seri-
ously saw myself as a loner cowboy needing to run
away from it all.”

His breakout song “needed to be funny, it needed to
be catchy, it needed to be hip hop, it needed to be
country & it needed to be short,” he continued.  “This
song has changed my life and the way i see the world
around me in less than a year,” he said. “It’s just the
beginning!”

Adding another nuance to the young artist’s journey
navigating the mostly white, often macho world of
country and the perceived tough guy realm of rap, Lil
Nas X came out last month as queer. “wow man last
year i was sleeping on my sisters floor, had no money,
struggling to get plays on my music, suffering from dai-
ly headaches, now i’m gay,” he joked on Twitter the
night before breaking the record. Since catapulting to
celebrity Lil Nas X has also dropped an EP entitled
“7,” which includes the original version of “Road” and
its Billy Rae Cyrus remix along with a song featuring
rap star Cardi B.

Asked earlier this month whether she was worried
about the prospect of losing her record to the novice
artist, diva Carey deadpanned: “Darling, no.” On
Twitter he had invited the pop icon to record a remix of
the song with him, which she responded to by posting a
picture of herself in a cowboy hat with the caption
“One Sweet Town Road!”  Lil Nas X had told TMZ he
might send Carey roses upon breaking her record, and
hours after sealing the deal he tweeted: “mariah carey
is a legend and i love & respect her.” — AFP

In this file photo Lil Nas X performs onstage during the
2019 BET awards at Microsoft Theater in Los Angeles,
California. — AFP


